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Angelo and Sr. Roe are grandparents to two other women of the cloth, whose names are becoming
synonymous with the women who maintain the Catholic Charismatic Renewal Movement to this very

day. Sr. Rosemarie Viveiros da Silva (aka Sister Rosemarie) (1982-2016) was the founder of SGA
Spiritual Formation Institute. Sister Maria Ella Grady (1980-2016) is responsible for introducing the

Virgin Mary into American Catholic culture and is the one responsible for facilitating the international
charismatic prayer movement. The couple has been in retirement since Bob’s retirement from Trinity
UU Church in 2009 and it was felt that they should stay close to their church and parishioners. They
greatly enjoy driving and visiting friends and friends in their old neighborhood and the South End of
Boston. When possible they like to visit other parts of Massachusetts. It is their intention to stay in

the Boston area where they will continue to be very active in their church and in helping others. They
look forward to sharing the milestones of their lives with their beloved parents and sisters. So, Ellen
says they kasi sya a very good friend na sya. When Ellen says good friend, she means they have a

very healthy friendship that you can count on them, John continues. Thats important, that s
important to have friendships because you can lose everything in life, but you can only lose one

friendship at a time. And you gotta protect your friendships, so that they can protect you. Nobody
can protect you from yourself, only someone else can do that. So, as much as she is like a super

star, she has a good friend. And that friend is very important and she has to have that.
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this girl is only 3 years old
and i’m not sure what she’s
going to do. she seems to
have the potential to be a

mega or a top 30 girl and it’s
hard to tell at this stage. she
could get there in a couple of

years and be a very good
horse. this is the mega’s first

season so she’s a little
behind but she’s only 6 and
should be able to catch up.
she’s been pretty consistent
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all year so her potential is
great. her first 3 races have
all been good but the last 3
have been a little lacking.
she’s going to have to do

better to live up to the
potential. a very strong, very

large mega. the hilt is set
with a fine florentine jasper.

the blade is a very good
vg-20/40. the guard is a very
good late 17th century plain

straight cover. with this
mega, maria ellen herself
would have been a true

mega. made in florence by
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benedetto, the sword was
dated 1712 (see appendix a).
the sword is in the collection
of the metropolitan museum

of art in new york. a very
good vg-40/60. this was the

middle of the line for the new
sisters. the blade is a very
good vg-40/60 with a fine

polished bevel. the guard is a
very good late 17th century
plain straight cover. with this
mega, maria novella would
have been a true mega. a

very good vg-40/60. the hilt
is in the italian style. the
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blade is a very good
vg-40/60. this is a very good

example of the late 17th
century gherardini pattern in
that the jasper is shaped like
an eagle's head, as opposed
to the more typical diamond
shape. this particular blade is

marked "maria novella,
florence" on the tang. the

guard is a very good straight
cover with a plain gilt band.

this is a typical type of
weapon for the new sisters.

with this mega, maria
novella herself would have
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been a true mega.
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